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Reports

The Client Resources website houses a variety of reports to meet your billing, banking
and eligibility needs. Your security permissions will determine which reports are
available to you, if you find that you do not have the proper security permissions, please
contact your Cigna Representative for assistance.
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To access reporting information, click Reports on either the secured home page or the
global navigation. You will then be presented with the Reports Overview page, which
provides direct access to many of the reports.

The Reports are broken out into six sections, the group funding type and your individual
security access will determine which reports you have access to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banking Reports
Billing Reports
Claims Reports
Eligibility Reports
FSA/HRA Reports
Consultative Analytics Reports

For clients with FSA and HRA products effective prior to January 2014 the FSA and
HRA reports are located underneath the Archived Reports link.

All reports will open in a separate browser window, please disable your pop-up blocker
and add CRP to your compatibility settings. Reports can be exported in an Adobe PDF
or, in some cases, an Excel document. Please note you will need to have Microsoft Excel
or Adobe PDF installed on your PC in order to download a report.
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Banking Reports

*This report is not available for Fully Insured Groups
The banking reports are all located under the category ‘Banking’ and the information is
refreshed daily. Your reports will be available depending on your financial arrangement
with CIGNA. If your account is tapped on a daily basis, you will see your reports on a
daily basis. If your reports are tapped on a weekly basis, you will see reports on a weekly
basis.

The Cash Flow Summary, Claims Transfer Detail and Claims/Transfer Adjustment Detail
are all located under the Report Type section, and can be exported into either Excel or
Adobe PDF.
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Banking Report Definitions
Processing date for activity.
Payments made by your insurance carrier for submitted
claims. This figure is the net amount of paid claims, less any
overpayments, Specific Stop-Loss, or Other payments.
Cumulative Payments: An accumulation of the benefit payments for the plan year.
Cumulative payments total is increased daily by the amount
of the day's benefits paid.
Date:
Benefit Payments:

Adjusted Deficit:

Claims Transfer
Addition:

Claims Transfer
Adjustment:

Claims Transfer
Balance:

Claims Transfer
Amount:
Claims Transfer Date:
Premium Transfer
Amount:
Premium Transfer
Date:

If a negative number appears in this column, the attachment
level defined by your plan has been exceeded. After the
attachment level is reached, no further additions are made to
your transfer balance. Adjusted Deficit indicates the amount
that is added to the deficit funds each day. Usually, the
deficit funds are added to the amount to be transferred at the
end of the next month. This amount appears in the Adjusted
Deficit as a positive number. This number is the amount that
is added to the transfer balance.
The daily total to be added to the transfer balance for this
transfer period. Once the monthly attachment has been
reached (negative numbers appear in the Adjusted Deficit
column), this column is no longer updated and zeros display.
The dollar amount for items which were adjusted in
calculating the Transfer Balance. Other payments and
overpayments are included in this category. Other types of
claims that are not considered part of the cumulative
attachment total may appear in the transfer adjustment
column.
The running balance for your transfer account, which is the
Transfer Account Addition for the day, plus any
Adjustments (reported separately on the line below), plus the
Transfer Account Balance from the prior day. Once a
transfer is requested, the Transfer Balance is set to zero and
begins to build again for the next transfer period.
The total amount of the transfer for all Subgroups of your
plan.
The date of the transfer.
The total amount of the transfer for all Subgroups of your
plan.
The date of the transfer.
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Cash Flow Summary
*This report is not available for Fully Insured Groups
The Cash Flow Summary is set as the default report on the “Select Report” dropdown
menu. In addition to the search parameters, the system will display how frequently funds
are drawn from your company’s bank account, as well as any bank delays relating to a
transfer.
The Available Checks field displays the dates for which check details are currently
available.
The Upcoming or Recent Transfer field displays all bank transfer amounts and their
dates.
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The top portion of the Cash Flow Summary Report displays the plan’s Claims Frequency
and Claims Delay, if any. The Begin Date and End Date for the report are also displayed,
along with the Report Run Date and Cumulative Attachment levels for each of the three
most recent months.
The bottom portion of the screen shows the full Cash Flow Summary Report, which
allows you to track the accumulation of claim payments that will be drawn from your
company’s bank account. In addition, the report also illustrates deficit funding or
recovery activity and adjustments, along with premium transfer amounts and dates.
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Claims Transfer Detail
*This report is not available for Fully Insured Groups
The Claims Transfer Detail report is a detailed claims payment report that displays claims
payments and the transfer period selected, either at a detailed or summary level. This
report supports the Cash Flow Summary Report.
In the Upcoming or Recent Transfer field, users are allowed to select only one transfer
date at a time. The selected transfer date will drive the report output in which only the
adjustments associated with the transfer date are displayed.
Sample Detail report
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Claims/Transfer Adjustment Detail
*This report is not available for Fully Insured Groups
The Claims/Transfer Adjustment Detail report displays any claims payment or transfer
account adjustments made to your plan.
In the Upcoming or Recent Transfer field, the user is allowed to select only one transfer
date at a time. The selected transfer date will drive the report output.

Sample Report
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Billing Reports

The following reports are available under the Billing category:
• Group Premium Statement
• Aggregate Accounting Statement
• Comparative Research Assessment Report
• Reinsurance Membership Report
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Group Premium Statement

The Group Premium Statement is a monthly report that displays the itemized fixed cost
charges for your plan. This report is posted by the 5th of every month.

This report has 7 sub-sections:
• Transfer Summary
• Invoice Statement
• Plan Summary
• Billing Detail
• Billing Detail Adjustments
• Life and AD&D Detail (if the group has life and AD&D)
• Benefit Advisor Fee Detail
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Sample Transfer Summary
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Sample Invoice Statement
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Sample Plan Summary
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Sample Billing Detail

Sample Billing Details Adjustments
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Sample Life, AD&D Detail

Sample Benefit Advisor Fee
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Aggregate Accounting Statement

*Not Available for Fully Insured
The Aggregate Accounting Statement is a monthly report that illustrates how your
group's actual claims experience is running opposite your cumulative attachment level.
This report is posted by the 10th of every month.
You can view the entire statement, or to view a particular component simply select the
desired Report Type you wish to view.
This report has 5 sub-sections:
• Summary Statement
• Detail Statement
• Adjustment Listing
• Daily Accounting Statement
• Supplement Statement
The report illustrates how the monthly attachment level was calculated, how various
adjustments factor into transfers, and how transfers were calculated.
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Sample Summary Statement

Sample Detail Statement report
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Sample Daily Account Statement

Sample Supplement Statement
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Comparative Research Assessment Report
The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (PPACA) requires funding for the Patient
Centered Outcomes Research Institute. Each year clients can use this report to assist in
calculations of the assessments. This report is available for all Self-Funded groups with
Medical, FSA, HRA, COBRA, and State continuation. And for Fully Insured groups
with FSA and HRA.
When the CRA report is run for a single month’s duration the rule is to include all
customers who are active on the 15th day of the calendar month.
When the CRA report is run for multiple months, the report includes all customers who
are active on the 15th of the start month, and any customer who is active on the 15th day
of the end month.
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Reinsurance Membership Report
The PPACA Reinsurance is an assessment of an annual fee on Fully Insured and SelfInsured plans. It is intended to fund the reinsurance program to help lessen impact of
high‐risk individuals entering the Individual market. Cigna is responsible for payment
either to the applicable state or to HHS (at the state’s option) for Fully Insured business.
Self‐Insured clients are liable for the assessment. Cigna will provide Self-Insured clients
with an annual report of membership data to assist in determining the annual assessment
due. Self-Insured plans are responsible for payments to HHS during the duration of
assessment for years 2014 – 2016.

For assistance with the PPACA please contact your Cigna representative or visit
Cigna.com
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Claims Reports

There are 5 claims reports available:
•
•
•
•
•

Health Paid Claims
FSA/HRA Paid Claims (for FSA/HRA products effective on or after1/1/2014
Basic Summary of Expenses (Self- Funded Only)
Pharmacy Benefits Financial Detail (Self- Funded Only)
Large Claimant

*Fully Insured Funded Groups please read the next page for Health
Paid Claims and Large Claimant report restrictions.
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Fully Insured Must Read
If your funding type is Fully Insured please read before proceeding with
reports.
Due to state and federal regulations controlled accesses to the Health Paid
Claims Reports and the Large Claimant report have been applied.
If your group has a fully insured the application will make the Health Paid
Claims and the Large Claimant reports available to clients with 200 or more
active subscribers.
In the Month drop down section the system will only display the months
where the active subscriber count is 200 or more. If the user uses a date
span for either the Paid Date Range or the Incurred Date Range and the
ending month has fewer than 200 subscribers the report output will indicate
no data available. If the user uses a date span and the ending month has
more than 200 subscribers you will receive a report with data. You cannot
use partial months and the custom date fields will force users to begin the
first of any month and end the last day of any month.
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Health Paid Claims
The Health Paid Claims report illustrates a detailed (by member) or summary view of the
paid health claims for a period of time. In addition, it offers the ability to perform ad-hoc
paid claims queries for different Subgroups/Classes/Plans, periods of time or specific
dollar amounts. This report is updated and available daily and supports the Aggregate
Accounting Statement. Note: New Groups this report will not be available until after the
first transfer.

Sample Detail report.

Sample Summary report
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Basic Summary of Expenses
The Basic Summary of Expenses report illustrates at a detailed or summary level the paid
health claims paid for a period of time, as well as provides the ability to perform ad-hoc
paid claims queries for different Subgroups/Classes/Plans, periods of time or benefit
categories (i.e. Med, Drugs, Dental, Vision, etc.). This report is updated and available
daily. *Not Available for Fully Insured Groups

Sample Summary report
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Pharmacy Benefits Financial Detail
The Pharmacy Benefits Financial Detail report illustrates detailed pharmacy benefit paid
claim data by member for separate date-driven claims uploads. This report is updated
twice a month.
*Not Available for Fully Insured Groups
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Large Claimant
The Large Claimant report illustrates detailed paid health claims by member opposite a
trigger amount for a period of time. This report is updated and available daily.
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Eligibility Reports

The Eligibility Reports listed below are covered in this section of the tutorial:
• Eligibility Roster, including Address Labels
• Birthday Report
• Enrollment Reports
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Eligibility Roster
The Eligibility Roster is a daily report that illustrates all employees and dependents who
have current coverage for any benefit in your plan, or whose last benefit was canceled
within the last twelve months. This report also provides the ability to create mailing
address labels compiled from data on your roster report. The labels can be printed or
downloaded to Excel or Acrobat (PDF) to be formatted as needed.
Sample

Sample
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Relationship Code Descriptions

Relationship Code
AD
CL
CH
DP
FS
GC
HC
SB
SC
SP
SS
ST

Relationship Description
Adult Dependent
Collateral Dependent
Child
Domestic Partner
Former Spouse
Grandchild
Handicap Child
Subscriber
Step Child
Spouse
Surviving Spouse
Student
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Address Labels
For your convenience, we have created mailing address labels compiled from data on
your Eligibility Roster. To run the label list, select “Address Labels” from the
Presentation Options dropdown menu on the Eligibility Roster report selection screen

To run the label list, select “Address Labels” from the Presentation Options
dropdown menu on the Eligibility Roster report selection screen
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Birthday Report
The Birthday Report is a daily report which, based on search criteria, identifies members
who have or will soon exceed certain age criteria, including child age maximum, student
age or Medicare eligibility, which would terminate or limit their benefits.
Age Range is the age you are looking for, the birthday threshold range is the time frame
the he or she will turn that age.
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Enrollment Reports
The Enrollment Report consists of two sub reports, Member Election and Beneficiary
Information.

Member Election
The Member Election report is a daily report that displays member enrollment records
that have been approved and processed through the billing and claims system for the date
range entered. The report is cumulative, whereby it will display all enrollments for a
given member (i.e. new hire, change in member information, etc.), if processed within the
entered date range. This report displays the following types of enrollments:
Posted Enrollments (not including Terminated/Reinstated) - section displays
enrollments for members, along with any dependents and benefit elections.
Posted Terminated/Reinstatement Enrollments - section displays terminations
and reinstatements.
Client Declined Enrollments - section displays any enrollments declined within
Plan Administration, along with the user ID, reason and date.
Life Only Benefits - section displays enrollments for members who elected Life,
AD&D and/or Optional Life only benefits. These members are also listed within the
Posted Enrollments section.
Member Declined All Benefits - section displays enrollments for members who
declined all benefits at the time of enrollment, along with the decline reason.
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Beneficiary Information

The Beneficiary Information report is a daily report that displays beneficiary information
for any member who elected Life and/or AD&D, along with the beneficiary’s name,
SSN, relationship, type (primary vs. contingent) and percentage. It will reflect any
beneficiary who has a percentage greater than 0 percent as of the current date. If your
plan does not offer Life and/or AD&D, this report will be blank at all times.
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